### Study Abroad Programs for Foreign Languages

#### Benefits
- **Expand your worldview.**
- **Enhance your career opportunities.**
- **Learn** another language.
- **Experience** another culture and make new friends.
- **Learn** more about yourself and boost your confidence.

#### Funding
- **Financial aid** may be used to cover program costs.
- Numerous scholarships are available.
- GEO offers several distinctive scholarships and travel grants for degree-seeking Mason students.

#### Why Study Abroad
- **Earn credit** in your major.
- **Mason Core Credit** available.
- **$500K** in Scholarships and Grants
- Most classes taught in English
- Available Winter or Summer Break

### Contact

**Global Education Office (Study Abroad)**

George Mason University
4400 University Drive
Johnson Center, Room 235
Fairfax, VA 22030

**Phone**
703-993-2154

**Email**
GoAbroad@gmu.edu

**Fulfill Core Requirement**

Students participating in our semester abroad programs will automatically fulfill the Mason Global Understanding core requirement.

---

**Country/Region** | **Program** | **Semester** | **Winter** | **Faculty-led**
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Argentina | Internship Placements in Buenos Aires | * | * | *
Australia | Griffith University | * | * | *
Brazil | Universidade do Desenvolvimento | * | * | *
Canada | French Language in Montreal | * | * | *
Chile | Universidad de San Andrés | * | * | *
Chile | Universidad de los Andes | * | * | *
China | Internship Placements in Beijing | * | * | *
Cyprus | University of Nicosia | * | * | *
Ecuador | Spanish Language in Ecuador | * | * | *
France | French Language in Paris | * | * | *
France | KEDGE Business School | * | * | *
France | Sciences Po | * | * | *
France | Université Lumière Lyon 2 | * | * | *
Germany | Freie Berlin, FUBiS Summer School | * | * | *
Germany | Technische Universität München | * | * | *
Hong Kong | Chinese University of Hong Kong | * | * | *
Hong Kong | City University of Hong Kong | * | * | *
Hong Kong | Internship Placements in Hong Kong | * | * | *
Ireland | National University of Ireland, Galway | * | * | *
Italy | American University of Rome Summer School | * | * | *
Italy | Florence Semester Experience | * | * | *
Japan | Hosei University | * | * | *
Japan | Japanese Language in Akita | * | * | *
Japan | Sophia University | * | * | *
Japan | Tokyo University of Foreign Studies | * | * | *
Jordan | Arabic Language in Amman | * | * | *
Malta | University of Malta | * | * | *
Mexico | Universidad de las Americas Puebla | * | * | *
Morocco | Arabic Language in Rabat | * | * | *
New Zealand | Massey University | * | * | *
Taiwan | National Taiwan University | * | * | *
Russia | Higher School of Economics | * | * | *

Granada is a wonderful city that I never would’ve even known existed if it wasn’t for Study Abroad! Above is a picture of my host mom and me (and my host dog!). We are sitting in front of the Albaicin, a famous neighborhood in Granada. —Madeline Treiber, Spanish Language and Culture

Even though I was there for such a short amount of time, I feel like my Japanese language skills really improved, and I was able to make great relationships with people from other countries and experience daily life in Japan

—Tanya Howard, Japanese Language in Akita